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Sharing how five centuries of unchanged theft of indigenous lands, resources disguised 

through a horrifying process entitled by foreigners called “colonization”.  Validated through 

time, history has recorded many truths untold, buried by colonizing invaders, as to what is 

the European colonizers insatiable driving force, is there a human addiction to a 

uncontrollable “Greed” which is passed on in genes from generation to generation, as their new 

man made substituted God!  This Greed has grown among generations into a new super power in 

just over two centuries, called America. If anyone would like to know the real hidden character 

of America, will they make for faithful allies, honorable treaty holders, holding in honor to 

government negotiated written, signed legal documents, has the early european greed been 

inherited by the founding fathers, unto the present generation in 21st century, has American 

changed at all, answer is No, just talk to the native indigenous population whom has the longest 

know association with Amereica before they even become America.  My Oneida Indian Nation 

of NY (OIN) were George Washington and thirteen Colonists first allies, as the OIN shared its 

Great Law of Peace to which G. Washington, founding fathers and Colonist utilized to formulate 

grounds for creation of the Constitution of America, untaught history now is revealed. 

 

I must hold firm to my Indigenous conviction to bring forward now, unspoken truths in a 

factual format. No matter if facts are embedded with political evils such as U.S. Presidential 

directives from the White House ordering military actions to delivery blankets infected with 

small pox to be delivered to freezing American native Indians, as dictated in late 1800’s again, 

directed from the Americas Presidential White House.  Another astonishing White House federal 

directive ordered a military example to be made of fleeing freezing, starving natives whom are 

located fleeing off designated government indian reservations, such as this massive native 

massacre dated December 29th 1890 mid winter, on the Lakota Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 

the U.S. state of South Dakota.  As is called and known by indians as the "Massacre at Wounded 

Knee”, please remember the details, this event has been listed by America still on books to this 

date, as a Great U.S. "military victory".  Ironically the White house even bestowed awards of 

medals to these murdering calvary soldiers, twenty “ Medials of Honor” 



were awarded to soldiers that murdered the most woman, children as these natives were viewed 

as giving birth to more disgusting indians and children grow up to become fighting men. What is 

not recorded in American history is gruesome, as the soldiers cut the vaginas out of the woman 

and made hand bags for trophies, woman breasts were cut off before they could freeze and 

the solders played football with these woman's breasts in the dirt.   

 

Racism in America toward Indigenous has gone unchanged in 

five centuries of colonization including lack of U.S. A. courts, injustice for Indians continues on 

into the 21 century, as the Indigenous battles rage on in the Supreme Courts which 

Judges racially provide unequal rights, still to all native issues in America.  Please look closely at 

the U.S. military calvary soldiers in the below photograph, envison those white men standing 

about gloating, playing football with woman breasts, laughing at the gross frozen positions of 

dead bodies, seeing how far a solider could physically throw a Childs body into the mass grave 

site as a contest, native indian scalps taken by hundreds as souvenirs (small children were not 

exempted), mostly of all men were elderly, women and children, as the men of fighting age were 

few who were out on hunting parties trying to find food for their starving Lakota families. Fact is 

event happened while indians ironically were legally and factually under full care and protection 

of the U.S. government, by self government claimed fiduciary powers, as natives were forced 

early onto the government designated indian reservations, which was the bleakest lands,most 

barren lands the government chose for indians, where weeds refused to grow. This massacre at 

Battle of Wounded Knee is just one of thousands of native injustices birthed in the wake of five 

centuries of American forced U.S. colonization, a stealthy form of early White House invented 

genocide.  Continuous attempts of Indigenous genocide through out 

the colonized Western Hemisphere raged on for these past five centuries. It is only by this late 

20th century the invention of the portable camera, as seen on most cell phones which public now 

may catch unfavorable government despicable acts still directed at Indigenous people, those 

photos now have contributed to a slowing down of massive killings of extreme poor in Latin 

America, or those Indigenous who might stand up to defend their families homes made out of 4 

X 8 sheets of tin.  

 

 

An accounting of preparing for December 29, 1890, near Wounded Knee Creek on 

the Lakota Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in the state of South Dakota. On the day before, a 

detachment of the U.S. 7th Cavalry Regiment commanded by Major Whitside caught Spotted 

Elk's band of Miniconjou Lakota and 38 Hunkpapa Lakota and escorted them a short distance 
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westward to Wounded Knee Creek, where the indians were forced to camp on the low land while 

soldiers camped on surrounding ridges above. The remainder of the 7th Cavalry Regiment 

(cornel George Custer's regiment name) arrived, led by officer Forsyth who in addition 

ordered immediately to continue to surrounded fully the these poor un-feed, freezing starving 

natives encampment, as the calvary was at that time supported by new military weapons 

providing heavy fire power, four new Hotchkiss rapid shooting guns. 

 

 

On the morning of December 29, the soldiers entered the camp to disarm a few Lakota 

(as old delapidated hunting rifles were few among indians), who’s weapons were for hunting 

needs, as most of government food designated for indians by indian treaty were often stolen by 

military caretakers and never delivered.  During the process of disarming the Lakota, an old deaf 

native man was reluctant to give up his valuable rifle. The soldiers attacked the old native 

to forcibly disarm him, a shot was discharged which resulted in the 7th Cavalry who 

had previously fully surrounded the native encampment on all sides of over looking ridges, now 

ordered to open fire (on high ground) instantaneously soldires open fire from all 

sides, soldiers went blood thirsty, killing old men, especially women and children. They walked 

into camp and even shoot all wounded to be found.  The soldiers were so anxious to shoot they 

even shoot some of their fellow soldiers killing them, claiming indians killed them. The Lakota 

elder men who still had weapon began shooting back at the over bloodthursty soldiers, as 

soldiers advanced their weapons quickly killed the few hundred armed Lakota men and all the 

unarmed indians.  Even though the few indians return fire ended at death the soldiers continued 

to fire thousands of rounds into the encampment.  A few surviving Lakota escaped and lived to 

tell the oral truth of that horrible massacre, as later found and recaptured 

by soldiers.  Cavalrymen chased down many fleeing woman, elders, children as from 

government forced the malnutrition, the few had not the energy to run far off as many 

soldiers killed all those who were even caught unarmed near the encampment. 

By the time the massacre was over, more than 200 men, women, and children of the 

Lakota had been killed plus 51 were wounded only 4 elder men, estimated 47 women and 

children, as most died from wounds as medial attention was not administered to indians while 

in custody of Calvary, as they died later.  Indians know the real number of dead was near 300, 

300 not 200 soldiers had publicly claimed. Twenty-five soldiers reportedly died, ironically most 

were killed by own soldiers bullets who randomly shoot as fast as they could load their riffles, 

while 39 soliders were also wounded.  The White House celebrated a great Indian victory as 
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public papers spread the "great massacres” as a indian victory nation wide.  White House 

awarded and ordered twenty soldiers be honored in awarding "20 Medals of Honor”.  

 

 

 The National Congress of American Indians recently in USA passed two resolutions 

condemning the 20 Medal of Honor awards of Wounded Knee Massacure and called on the 

U.S.A. government to rescind those 20 Medals of honor for the truth finally emerged 

through independent studies validating facts hidden by 

government, soldiers, that day of this battle was indeed a Massacre, not a victory as White House 

self claimed, ironically as America goes around the Globe invading foreign counties all under 

the guise of Human Rights for All, as by US actions acting fully as a Hippocratic dictator.  Clean 

up Americas third world conditions in America on native lands before going around the world 

with self claimed civil and human rights claims.  The US government refuse to take back those 

20 Medal of Honor medals, as it reveals the deep racism still embedded in America government 

and leading society.  

 

 

Victor it will be my blunt duty to truthfully share facts if allowed on behalf of Millions of 

my younger indigenous brothers, sisters, children who’s generations were massacred, murdered 

in the hundreds of thousands in Guatemala alone and also on all other indian lands by forced 

global demands for access to the vast untapped indigenous natural resources on their 

Indigenous homelands lands through out the Western Hemisphere.  There is a very dark side to 

reality socially avoided, nor typically spoken of by scholars for fear of being ostracized possibly 

ending a potential career dead in it's tracks.  These are the horrific characters of colonizers in 

five centuries of leaderships of governments, foreign supporting churches, as all were embedded 

by inherited DNA of the expanding aged old European ruling tactics headed west, the watered 

down version is now imbedded in American capitalism.  In the dark shadows of every 

earthy governance the driving force of greed is no longer well hidden, beneath the strength 

of elite families who inherited vast fortunes with a unquenchable thirst for ever growing their 

stolen land masses, poor and extreme Indigenous are still targeted in the 21 century. 

 

As elite families strong business ties are the controlling influences with temporal four 

term elected leaders of all democratic political resigns. Europeans originally fleeing under cry's 

for relief from denied religious freedom and over taxation was unknowingly skillfully designed 

by government tacticchinors in a stealthy manor, as applied to early methodology of 
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colonization.  As 16th century advisors to governments quickly knew there was a need for 

masses of European bodies required to invade countries through forced colonization, while the 

undercurrent of greed was hidden within the leaders decisive decisions to expand the worlds of 

European kingdoms.  Ironically all greedy directives were even sacrilegiously sanctioned by 

leading church officials (whom lived as wealthily as kings and princes) who all supported the 

largest western invasion witnessed on Mother Earth, in the name of church and God, as new 

discoveries took place, they stood on native soils and stated,  we claim this "land in the name of 

the King, Queen and church".  Europeans came in masses to over power the homelands of 

indigenous of North and South Americas all for personal gain, empowerment. Raping Mother 

Earth of its natural resources in nature almost to extinction.  

 

After reading the above, it is No wonder indigenous do NOT Trust 

investors, governments, elect families of anyone.  

 

This is why my new economic modle is astounding Wall Street, I as a successful 

native Indian bring a earned element of Trust for the first time into Latin American Indian 

country, North America Indigenous peoples.  As the indigenous have verbalized in past 20 years 

they are willing to allow me to represent all their natural resources in hopeful distribution to the 

globe.  The opportunities in energy, new oil fields, agriculture, mining, forestry, tourism etc. are 

endless.  The Inter-Development Bank of Latin America (IADB) is the largest Latin 

financial institution, who did a vast in house study years ago of how to acquire 5% be added to 

their bottom line through out Latin America.  The IADB found out by accident a major 

discovery.  One fourth of all land bases in all of Latin America (25%) is 

in indigenous control, million upon millions of acres of untapped resources.  The world is 

fighting each other in a shark tank for the 75% exposed latin American resource opportunity in a 

Wall Street normal cut throat business.  I wish to offer Russia, honorable President Putin a new 

economic opportunity of mega proportions in a message to President Putin, I can assist Russia to 

gain a new foot hold on indigenous controlled lands in south America where NO business is 

presently existing, the one fourth land base under their control.  Cuba in not even a drop in the 

bucket compared to the massive volumes of available mega projects on Indigenous land bases, 

untapped, NO global competition, no one can circumvent AASHA or Barry with these 

indigenous, as AASHA has established that exclusive TRUST relationship.  

   

  



 Now onto the massive future economic opportunities of Latin and north Americas on 

native controlled lands. The fact that South America contains's the earths largest untaped 

deposits of natural resources as the top 5 leading countries desperately are seeking stealthy 

those resources.  As old indigenous prophecy tell of a new Indigenous era is to start, at ending of 

Mayan 5,000 plus year old challenger on December 21,2012.   As also prophesied and affirmed 

in prophesy of "Eagle meeting the Condor in the Lands of the quetzal", as even the North 

American Native indigenous prophecies all concur in simular fashion as a new native era is 

going to start. The visits of myself as a elder brother of the north where the eagle is set atop of 

our Iroqouis native Tree of Peace, as I visit and bring a new vision for my younger brothers in 

Latin America, my cousins of south America are accepting my message of "Unity- Peace - 

empowered through Economics" partnering in a new beginning, a win, win, win for investors, 

governments, countries, even elite families and finally the Indigenous peoples are at table of 

economic success, as a first!  

 

 

Summary, as the Mayan 5,000 year old calendar ended on December 21, 2012 the world 

stood in aah hanging on every media mention, articles ruled by sensationalism thriving on public 

apprehension through fear “the End of the World” was near,  while Indigenous  truth is avoided. 

However, the non Mayans fully misunderstood the Mayan prophesy, as global media theme's 

were far from the truth. The millenniums old inherited wisdom of the Mayans states the end of 

their calendar is a START of a “New Era” for Indigenous people!  Important to know in our time 

as identified, this new beginning, starting here for all our generation, in this 21st century through 

vision of economic partnering.  I wish to enlighten the leaders and people in powerful positions, 

influential people in attendance by sharing those prophesies.  They are spirit driven connected to 

our Creator of Mother Earth, known by indigenous. It will reveal a revolutionary mind set on 

how Indigenous can, for the first time, provide their own budgets for the full needs for their 

people. Surprisingly, this requires NO tax-based handouts by governments in support of 

native involvement in mega projects. For the first time, Indigenous can have self-generated 

revenue. The earth is seemingly running out of resources as Nations tour globe looking under 

every rock to supply their country’s needs. We see Nations against Nations, clamoring for first 

rights to new resources globally on the 75% of Latin lands, cut throat style.  Unsuspecting 

investors do not know indigenous can amass thousands to protest projects, paralyze cities, roads 

and shut mega projects down permanently.  This is a known international fear and now AASHA 

turns it into a strength through AASHA's trust relationship ability, where no indigenous protests 

shut down projects but instead for first time in history of five centuries, support project if 



AASHA is involved on their behalf. The untaped 25% of lands AASHA has access to in Latin 

America and north America under relationship of TRUST are waiting for the right partners, in 

AASHA offering these new partners offering partners first rights to natural resources.  Guided 

under “Peace and Unity,” an initiative welcomed and engineered by AASHA, an unmentioned 

reality is indigenous with hand picked partners are happy to know that desperately needed 

natural resources are now accessible without the use of force (with Unity), nor killings (brings 

Peace) is reachable as a Win, Win and Win relationship with a new era of economic vision.    

 

In north America, 80% of the largest coal deposits are on Indian lands, literally 10’s of 

billions of metric tons engineered certified.  Southern native Utes earn a billion a year off its 

natural gas wells, natural gas in America is a opportunity.  The largest Oil field discovery is the 

Balken Oil in Dakotas,  mostly on indian lands, it is extra sweet, a total supply larger then the 

Sands in British Columbia and Alaska oil fields combined, over a hundred year supply.  The 

largest opportunity AASHA analyses is wind energy in natural wind in America. The USA 

energy department did a ten year study of where the most constant winds in America are, the US 

found out 50 indian reservation have the highest consistent wind.  Out of these 50 tribe they 

study only 10, the US Government conservative answer was, if these 10 tribes used all their 

wind energy they could supply America with one third of all its electricity by wind.  They nicked 

named these 10 tribes Saudies of wind.   AASHA has a unique opportunity in trust to form all 

four opportunities into one organization forming the largest utility company on earth, I am 

willing to meet potential partners? 

 


